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ICSE STUDY METHODS AND TIPS 

 

We appreciate that for many of our learners returning to training/education has been a big 

decision to make. We know that for many your past experiences of education may not have 

been good. You may have left formal education early. You may have worries about your 

ability to read and write and may be worried about returning to a formal class room setting 

again. If we could say anything to you before you attend an ICSE training program it’s don’t 
worry. The majority of candidates on our programs are in a similar position and within 

education things have changed. The course you are about to attend is interactive we do not 

deliver in the old trainer stands at the top of the room and delivers to students as if you 

know nothing. Our trainers encourage discussion, sharing experiences, we treat adults as 

adults and everyone has something to contribute 

 

 

 

Learning how to study more effectively is probably the best investment of time you could 

make right now. And it's not rocket science - all you need is a desire to get organised and 

the capacity to think smart. 

 

This guide provides you with all the practical help you need to improve your study skills. 

Here, we cover some of the key aspects of study and revision: 

 

 

SETTING GOALS AND GETTING STARTED 

 

Clarify your goals, be positive, identify the key areas to attack, make out a realistic 

revision schedule, and get a system working for you. Each individual is different, so 

take the opportunity to identify your particular strengths and weaknesses and focus. 

 

 

WHAT IS GOOD STUDY? 
 

To be effective, study should be: 

 

• Active – always look for key points and test yourself. Never just sit down and read 

for a set period. Focus on tasks, not time. 

• Organised – always ask yourself at the start of a study session, "What do I want to 

have completed in this session?" Have a plan for what you want to cover over a 

certain period of time. Have an overview of the priority areas in each subject. 

• Aimed at Understanding – always look to build material into patterns and 

associations that make sense to you. Link new information with your existing 

knowledge of a subject. Make use of graphic examples and illustrations. When you 

understand something, you will have little difficulty in remembering it. 
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SETTING S-M-A-R-T STUDY GOALS 
 

SPECIFIC: 

Don’t have as your target, "Study Door Security for an hour." 

Do have as your target, "Revise fire safety guidelines for security professionals." 

 

MEASURABLE: 

Measure your progress towards your goal. Use a checklist for each part of the topics 

on the course and tick off each one as you go over as you go over it. In this way, 

you’ll literally see your progress. 
 

ACTION-RELATED: 

Break down your study plan into a set of specific tasks, e.g. studying of the home 

study pack, going over the course details, analysing the instructional DVD, etc. Base 

each study session on tasks, not time. 

 

REALISTIC: 

Make realistic demands on yourself. Otherwise, you will quickly lose motivation and 

interest. 

 

TIME-BASED: 

Always time your study and keep this in mind as you cover topics of the course. 

 

 

 

EATING THE ELEPHANT 
 

Eating the Elephant is a study technique that involves breaking up the task into 

smaller pieces. You'll get more done if you can do it piece by piece. 

 

It is a useful device that has helps you give an overview of the subject and a means of 

monitoring your progress relative to the time available. 

 

 

ACHIEVING THE QUALITY STANDARD 
 

The quantity of time that you allocate to study is important – you do need a realistic 

yet demanding schedule. By putting in the time you must ensure that the quality of 

work is good, that your revision is active, organised and SMART, that it is focussed on 

the right areas. 

 

To help you identify areas for personal improvement, answer the following questions 

honestly and then go looking for practical solutions. 
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• Do you find it difficult to motivate yourself to start studying? 

• Are you easily distracted during a study session? 

• Do you always complete what you set out to do in a study period? 

 

 
 

APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING 
 

• Learning depends largely on your desire to learn. 

 

Within each study period, have specific tasks to complete. 

 

• Concentration and efficiency decrease over a certain period of time. 

 

When studying for a prolonged period, don’t forget a short break when a particular 
task is finished. 

 

• Learning is improved by repetition. 

 

Regular revision of topics will reinforce learning and build your confidence. 

 

• Spaced learning is more effective than massed learning. 

 

The most effective way to improve performance is by tackling a subject or topic in 

smaller chunks on a more regular basis, thus reinforcing understanding and 

retention. 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS OF CONCENTRATION 

 

Where? 

Find a fixed place to study that becomes firmly associated in your mind with 

productive work. You are trying to build a habit, to make life easier for yourself by 

being in productive mode when you start a session. All the equipment and materials 

you need should be within reach, and the room well lit and ventilated, but not too 

comfortable! 

 

 

What? 

Remember that it's all about being active and focused on tasks, not time! Don't say, 

"I'm going to study Static Guarding Skills for an hour", or, "I'm going to spend all day 

Saturday studying Static". Decide to "Go over the some of the learner outcomes of 

Static Guarding Skills and go through the PSA licensing legislations and guidelines". 
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How? 

It usually helps to begin with a topic you like, move on to other less favoured areas, 

and then finish up with a favoured topic to maintain the interest. 

 

 

When? 

Try to schedule your study for times when you are more mentally alert. While 

different "body clocks" will apply, most people find their ability to focus deteriorates 

towards the end of the day. Getting homework and revision done earlier in the day 

aids efficiency and also offers the reward of having time to relax after the work is 

done. 

 

 

Why? 

Understanding is central to the learning process so always seek to test your progress 

at the end of a study session. Ask yourself, "What have I just learned?" Review the 

material covered. Merely recognising material isn't enough – you must be able to 

reproduce it without the aid of the book or notes on the job. The final 5-10 minutes 

of any session should be used for this recall. 

 

 

 

DEALING WITH DISTRACTIONS 
 

• "I just start daydreaming" 

 
Become an active learner. Focus on a specific task, not a specified time for your 

study. 

 

 

 

• "I'm constantly interrupted by other people" 

 
Study in the location most likely to offer peace and quiet. Ask for consideration from 

family members over the final run up to exams. Never have a TV, phone, computer 

games, or music system within arm's reach while you are trying to work. 

 

 

 

• "I keep thinking of other things while I'm studying" 

 
Divide the study session into smaller, short-range goals which demand your full 

attention. Keep a "reminder pad" beside you, a little notebook to jot down 
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something that strikes you (someone to call, a job to do, etc.) and deal with it after 

the study period. Having made a note of it, you can more easily re-focus on your 

work. 

 

 
 

IMPROVING MEMORY 
 

We often blame our memory for poor academic performance ("I'm no good at 

remembering names/dates/rules/verbs/characteristics") when really we should be 

addressing our own faulty input and storage system. There is a big difference 

between short term and long term memory. If you study a topic one night and can 

recall most of it the next morning, don't be fooled into thinking that you will be able 

to remember it accurately forever. 

 

If the goal is to improve your long term memory, then the key to success is based on 

the efficiency of input (the 'mental filing system' we employ). Reducing the burden 

on the limited short term memory, and channelling information into long term 

storage, is based on the creation of patterns and the avoidance of randomness. 

 

'Chunking': as the average person can only hold seven 'items' in short term memory, 

grouping items together into 'chunks' can increase capacity. This is generally used for 

remembering numbers (think of how you remember phone numbers by grouping the 

seven digits into 2 or 3 chunks) but can be applied to other listings in various 

subjects. 

 

Repetition: Studies indicate that 66% of material is forgotten within seven days if it is 

not reviewed or recited again, and 88% is gone after six weeks. Don't make life 

harder for yourself – Review material covered often. It will save you having to re- 

learn material from scratch! 

 

Application and association: The best way to channel material to long term memory 

is to organise it into meaningful associations. Link it to existing information and 

topics and create vivid personal examples which act as 'mental hooks' or 'cues' for 

recalling material in the future. Thus, new items are put in context. If you learn a 

new formula/verb/rule, try to put it into practice immediately with a relevant 

example. 

 

Use of mnemonics: these are various word games which can act as memory aids and 

which allow personalisation and creativity. Think of stalactites (come down from the 

ceiling) and stalagmites (go up from the ground); the colours of the rainbow ('Richard 

Of York Gave Battle In Vain' to remember red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, 

violet); the seven characteristics of living organisms 

Mr.Grief (Movement,Reproduction, Growth, Respiration, Irritability, Excretion, Feedi 

ng). You can devise many more of these to aid your personalised recall of items in 

your subjects. 
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SUMMARY 

Studying should be a rewarding and enjoyable experience for you. Set yourself realistic goals 

and targets and reward yourself for achieving these. 

If you are unsure of or worried about any aspect of your training and/or study please do not 

hesitate to contact our Head Office on 091- 534918 and one of our experienced and 

qualified tutors will be happy to assist you. 

 

 

Thank you for choosing to train with ICSE 
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